Abstract-A new method is presented to exactly forecast trend of running state trend for the microprocessor protective device based on LS-SVM to realize condition maintenance. LS-SVM is introduced to forecast state trend of the microprocessor protective device. The real-time current, history overhauling data of microprocessor protection deceive and fault corresponding running state are chosen as input value, and running state of the microprocessor protective device is chosen as output value. The experimental results indicate that accurate and generalized performance is better by LS-SVM to forecast state trend of the microprocessor protective device with the small training set of sample, and LS-SVM is higher forecast accuracy than the BP neural network. The comparison of different kernel functions of LS-SVM shows that RBF kernel function is most suitable for state trend forecasting of microprocessor protective device.
INTRODUCTION
Along with the continual enlargement of power grid scale and the reform about the electric power production system, the reliable running of the power grid is increasingly attached importance to the electric power enterprise. Microprocessor protection device is a key equipment in power system, and its safe and reliable operation play a very important role in the power grid. One of the important measures about the reliable running of power supply is effective overhauling on existing microprocessor protection device. The type of traditional overhauling of protection devices is mainly periodic overhauling, which have some defects such as overhauling insufficiency, overhauling overmuch, costly overhauling fee, low reliability and so on [1] . Thus it would affect the economic benefits of power enterprises and users. An effect way of solution this problem is state overhauling based on the online monitor. To realize the state overhauling of microprocessor protection device to ensure safe and reliable running of the power grid, not only the online state monitor and fault analysis are needed to done, but also accurately forecasting about the trend of running state should be done. Therefore, forecasting about the trend of microprocessor protection device's running state has great significance in guiding the device state overhauling, achieving predictive overhauling in the microprocessor protection device, and improving the running reliability and economic benefit.
The current commonly methods of the trend forecasting have the index flatness plus-weight formula [2] , gray forecasting method [3] , neural network [4] and so on. The artificial neural network method have the ability to approximate complex nonlinear systems and classification capability, and be widely used in the intelligent diagnosis of the forecast electricity. However, this method requires a lot of typical data samples and a priori knowledge. But it is difficult to obtain a large number of samples in practice. And the choice of the neural network structure and type is overreliance on the experience, which leads the weak of the network generalization capability, and affects the development of intelligent diagnostic and about the trend forecast [5, 6] .
In 20th century 90's, Vapnik puts up a new universal learning method of Support Vector Machine(SVM) based on the statistical theory [7] . This algorithm follows structural risk minimization (SRM) principle, gives attention to both training error and generalization capacity, and shows a number of unique advantages in solving the pattern recognition problems, such as the small sample, nonlinear, high dimension, local minimum, etc. Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) is the most commonly algorithm of SVM regression [8] . It changes solving the quadratic optimization problem in SVM into solving a set of linear relationship. It reduces the computational complexity, and becomes the new research hot after the neural network, reduces the computation time, and has been achieved satisfactory results in the trend forecast [9, 10] and device diagnose [11] . This paper use the Least Squares Support Vector Machine to forecast the state trend of the microprocessor protective device, and its feasibility and efficient is validated that use the LS-SVM to forecast state trend of microprocessor protective device.
II. LEAST SQUARES SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support Vector Machine is an effective tool for data classification and regression. The basic idea [8] is that the input space data is mapped into the high-dimensional feature space F through a nonlinear mapping ϕ(•). Then the linear regression prediction model is constructed in the F space. Given the sample data {x i , y i )，i=1,2,⋯,n, where x i ∈R m ; y i ∈ R; y is expectation value; n is the total number of data points. The regression function in SVM is:
Where ω is the weight vector in feature space, b is offset. Φ(x) is the non-linear mapping that the data x of the input space is mapped to high-dimensional feature F space. The goal is to find the suitable b and ω to determine the value of x by minimizing the risk of regression principle.
Thus the Least Squares Support Vector Machine regression estimates can be described solving the optimization problems as follows: The concept of interval is introduced by using the principle of minimization structural risk, and above-mentioned the optimization problem of standard SVM may be translated into solving the quadratic optimization of the linear constrained. The solution of the quadratic program is the unique optimal solution of the global. Only one part in the solution isn't zero, and its corresponding training samples are the support vector.
LS-SVM chooses the binary norm of the error e as a loss function. Therefore, optimization problem can be described as follows:
Through solving the quadratic optimization problems, the forecasting model of LS-SVM is obtained as follows:
is kernel function, and must satisfy the Mercer theory. The kernel function achieves the mapping from lowdimensional space to high-dimensional space and converts the problem of nonlinear in low-dimensional space into the problem of linear in high-dimensional space. The common kernel functions are as follows.
(1) Linear kernel function:
Where q is factorial number, σ is variance, which controls the scope of radial basis effect, v is coefficient.
III. THE STATE TREND FORECAST OF MICORPROCESSOR PROTECTION DEVICE BASED ON THE LS-SVM

A. Select the feature parameters
The running state of microprocessor protection device relates to the real-time current through the device, historical overhauling data about the protection devices and fault conditions had occurred. So the real-time current, history overhauling data and fault corresponding running state are chosen as input value of LS-SVM, and running state of the microprocessor protective device is chosen as output value. The sampling period of current real-time data is collected in an hour. The data of historical overhauling includes residual life function, circuit insulation, zero drift, switch loop, protection value, and drive test. The fault of situation in corresponding period of running state includes replacement of components, warning, defect elimination and check-up and fault. Corresponding fault state in operation cycle is based on whether fault is happen in operation cycle, and 0 represents no fault during operation, 1 represents that had occurred fault. Microprocessor protective device has five states [12] . States 5 represents from deterioration state to fault state, and overhauling should be dealt immediately. States 4 represents deviation from the normal state, is at medium degradation, and overhauling should be arranged as soon as possible. States 3 represents a state of general, which should be enhancement monitor and the Periodic test. States 2 represents a state of well, and should be postponed or planned regular test. States 1 represents a state of close to the leave factory state, and should be postponed regular test.
B. Data Processing
In order to make the input variable of Least Squares Support Vector Machine forecasting model satisfy the request of simulation software about the data format, the formula (9) is used to normalize data. For a variable of x i , its max value is x max , its min value is x min , so the definition of normalized variables is:
So the range of each input variable is between 0-1, and has the same amount of dimensionless quantities.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting, the MSE is used to estimate forecasting effect of various methods, namely as follows:
Where x i and i x denote respectively actual value and forecasting value.
After the data is normalized, the normalized result of part sample data is shown as the table 1.
C. Forecasting Steps
The basic steps of the state trend forecast of microprocessor protection device based on the LS-SVM are as follows:
(1) Analysis influence factors of the state trend forecast of microprocessor protection device, determine the eigenvector that can reflect the running state, collect the original data, and pre-process the data. (4) Calculate the error. When absolute value of the error is less than the value of a pre-set value, the forecasting processing is over. Otherwise, return and continue to train forecasting. 
Tab.1 Part samples
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The computer of experimental environment is CPU 2.4GHz and memory 256MB. LS-SVM and BP neural network are selected to forecast state trend of microprocessor protective device in MATLAB7. According to forecasting demand, the real-time current through the device, historical overhauling data about the protection devices , fault conditions and running state of the microprocessor protective device are collected from January,2008 to June, 2008 in a certain relay protection institute of LiaoNing Province，and then these data are normalized.
A. The forecasting results compared of different kernel functions
Linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function and sigmoid kernel function are used to forecast running state trend of the microprocessor protective device to decide which kernel function is fittest to running state trend of the microprocessor protective forecasting. As can be seen in table 2, from the forecasting correct rate, the difference of result in the kernel functions is bigger. Prediction accuracy rate of radial basis kernel function is the highest. The radial basis kernel function of the MSE (mean square error) is lower than other three kernel functions, and the prediction accuracy is better than the others. Therefore, this experiment shows that LS-SVM has a high forecasting accuracy for state trend of microprocessor protective device in the case of small training set of samples. The best forecasting kernel function is radial basis kernel function for state trend forecasting of microprocessor protective device.
B. Compare between LS-SVM and neural network
LS-SVM and BP neural network are adopted respectively to forecast running state trend of the microprocessor protective device.
In the BP neural network, network type is Feed-forward backprop, training function is TRAINLM, number of layer is three, and transfer function is LOGSIG. Learning parameter goal=0.001, Epoch=5000. LS-SVM chooses radial basis kernel function, which σ=2, γ=1000. BP neural network adopts the same data of training samples and test samples as the LS-SVM to forecast running state trend of the microprocessor protective device. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Support Vector Machine regression algorithm (LS-SVM) is introduced to establish and study the forecasting model of the microprocessor protective device state trend. The simulation testing is run in MATLAB environment. The results show that LS-SVM forecasting of microprocessor protective device has fast speed and high-precision with small training set of sample. The forecasting analysis of different kernel functions shows that LS-SVM of RBF kernel function obtains the satisfactory results in forecasting the microprocessor protective device state trend, which is superior to the forecasting result of BP neural network, and offers a valuable new method on the state trend forecasting for microprocessor protective device. However, the application of LS-SVM method also has some issues that need further indepth study such as how to choose the kernel function of LS-SVM and the related parameters of kernel function in order to obtain better forecasting results. The forecasting training and testing speed of LS-SVM are sometimes slowly, which need further study to adapt to the real-time forecasting about protect devices running state.
